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It has become common to reference ‘‘pi-stacking’’ forces or ‘‘pi–pi interactions’’ when describing the

interactions between neighbouring aromatic rings. Here, we review experimental and theoretical

literature across several fields and conclude that the terms ‘‘pi-stacking’’ and ‘‘pi–pi interactions’’ do not

accurately describe the forces that drive association between aromatic molecules of the types most

commonly studied in chemistry or biology laboratories. We therefore propose that these terms are

misleading and should no longer be used. Even without these terms, electrostatic considerations

relating to polarized pi systems, as described by Hunter and Sanders, have provided a good qualitative

starting place for predicting and understanding the interactions between aromatics for almost two

decades. More recent work, however, is revealing that direct electrostatic interactions between

polarized atoms of substituents as well as solvation/desolvation effects in strongly interacting solvents

must also be considered and even dominate in many circumstances.
This review seeks to summarize some of the key theoretical and

experimental findings related to the interactions that are

observed between aromatic molecules. A more detailed picture of

the parameters important for defining the geometry and strength

of aromatic–aromatic interactions is now emerging. Dominant

notions of complementary electrostatic interactions between

polarized pi systems1,2 are being refined or even supplanted by

considering the importance of solvation effects in strongly

interacting solvents,3,4 as well as the direct interactions between

ring substituents.5–7

Given these new insights, it is both timely and useful to

question whether the commonly used terms ‘‘pi-stacking’’ and

‘‘pi–pi interactions’’ are appropriate to describe situations in

which two or more aromatic rings are associated in some fashion.

In particular, ‘‘pi-stacking’’ or ‘‘pi–pi interactions’’ are often cited

as a specific type of intermolecular attraction unique to aromatic

molecules, with the tacit understanding of an interaction that is

distinct from the non-covalent interactions used to describe all

intermolecular complexes. But is this really the case? What is the

evidence in support of special effects attributable to the struc-

tural features of aromatic pi systems that promote intermolecular

stacking? Do such considerations specifically apply to the small

one- or two-ring aromatic systems that we synthesize and study

most often? In other words, is there any unique attraction

between aromatic pi systems that favours stacking and tran-

scends the suite of electrostatic attractions, desolvation/solvent

effects and induced-electrostatic (London dispersion) forces that

influences the association of all molecules? And, if much of what
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is called ‘‘pi-stacking’’ is not based upon inherent attraction

between pi cloud electron density, nor involves parallel, face-

centred stacking that maximizes pi cloud contact, is it still

appropriate to deem instances in which aromatic rings are near

each other in space as exhibiting ‘‘pi-stacking’’ or ‘‘pi–pi

interactions’’?

Several reviews on the interactions between aromatic mole-

cules, focused on both theoretical8,9 and experimental studies,10

have already been written. Here, we summarize the experimental

and theoretical evidence and conclude that ‘‘pi-stacking’’ or

‘‘pi–pi interactions’’ are misleading terms because they connote

a special type of attraction that is in reality not significant. We

therefore propose that these terms should either be reserved for

very specific cases yet to be defined or even dropped from

common usage altogether when describing the energetics and

intermolecular interactions of common aromatic molecules.

Note that although they are related, we will not discuss cation-

pi,11 anion-pi,12,13 pi-hydrogen bonds,14 or radical-pi interactions,

the last of which have gained increased attention lately due to the

seminal work of Stoddart and co-workers.15,16 A recent thorough

review by Diederich covers many of these topics, as well as

interactions between aromatic molecules in a comprehensive

fashion.17

We are not the first to suggest that the terms ‘‘pi-stacking’’ and

‘‘pi–pi interactions’’ are widely overused and deserve clarifica-

tion. Grimme made the same point.18 In many ways, this review

is following his lead by providing our own review of the literature

in order to amplify the arguments. In particular, Grimme argued

for a more precise definition that reserves the application of the

terms to large, multi-ring aromatic systems, a position that we

also favour (see below).18 Marsili et al. suggested as much in their

work investigating aromatic interactions in over 6,000 solved
Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 2191–2201 | 2191
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protein structures.19 Wheeler has questioned the importance of

aromaticity in associations between aromatic systems.20 Egli, in

the course of reviewing nucleic acid–intercalator interactions,

alternatively proposed that the terms should be even more

broadly defined to include any near-space interaction involving

aromatic rings, even when they do not interact in a parallel

fashion, and even when the other functional group involved is

not aromatic.21
Polarized pi systems: the polar/pi model

Influential papers by Hunter and Sanders in the early 1990s

established a widely accepted model that offers qualitative

‘‘ground rules’’ for understanding and anticipating aromatic–

aromatic interactions, primarily based on assumptions about

polarized pi systems and derived electrostatic arguments.2,22–24

These authors and others1 noted that pi electron density on most

aromatic rings creates a quadrupole moment with partial nega-

tive charge above both aromatic faces and a partial positive

charge around the periphery. Two such quadrupole moments in

proximity should eschew face-centred parallel stacking in favour

of perpendicular edge-to-face interactions or off-centred parallel

stacking. Such a preference often comes as a surprise to those not

familiar with the details of aromatic interactions; the uninitiated

may assume aromatics prefer face-centred stacking arrange-

ments, as implied by the designations ‘‘pi-stacking’’ and ‘‘pi–pi

interactions’’.
Alternating electron-rich and deficient aromatics

Notably, the Hunter and Sanders model, sometimes referred to

in the literature as ‘‘polar/pi considerations’’, predicts that the

situation is entirely different when one member of an aromatic

pair possesses strongly electron-withdrawing groups that

polarize the pi electron density away from the aromatic core

relative to an underivatized aromatic, such as benzene or naph-

thalene. A reversal in the direction of the overall quadrupole

moment results in a central area of relative electron deficiency,

thereby setting the stage for electrostatic attraction with a more

typical electron-rich aromatic, leading to a preference for face-

centred pairing25 (Fig. 1). The face-centred stacking between

aromatics with differential polarization is often referred to as an

‘‘aromatic donor–acceptor interaction’’. Although one could

consider such interactions to be one kind of ‘‘pi-stacking’’ or ‘‘pi–

pi interaction’’ because some level of pi orbital mixing occurs, we

think the aromatic donor–acceptor term is better because it

describes more accurately this special situation in which relatively

electron-deficient and electron-rich aromatic molecules stack in

an alternating fashion. A number of research groups have

successfully used alternating electron-rich and electron-deficient

aromatic stacking as a supramolecular design principle to create

a wide variety of architectures and assemblies.26–32

As mentioned briefly above, in the case of alternating electron-

rich and electron-deficient aromatics, a face-centred stacked

arrangement is accompanied by close contact between pi orbitals

of adjacent molecules, resulting in varying degrees of pi orbital

mixing. It is not clear that such pi orbital mixing provides much

in the way of ground state association energy, but pi orbital

mixing does set the stage in many cases for a new, so-called
2192 | Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 2191–2201
charge transfer absorbance band due to excitation of an electron

from the HOMO pi orbital (located mostly on the electron-rich

aromatic) to the LUMO pi orbital (located mostly on the elec-

tron-deficient species). Because the HOMO–LUMO energy gap

between the donor HOMO and acceptor LUMO is smaller than

the HOMO–LUMO gaps on either aromatic alone, a longer

wavelength absorbance is seen upon complexation. Solutions

containing two complementary stacked aromatics that individ-

ually absorb in the ultraviolet region may, as a result of the

stacking interaction, absorb in the visible region. The charge

transfer absorbance event between the electron-rich and elec-

tron-deficient aromatic can itself lead to enhanced association in

the excited state, but we concentrate on interactions in the

ground state for this review (thus, we do not discuss excimers or

exciplexes here). For completeness, it is worth noting that

a characteristic hypochromism of the absorbance bands of the

aromatics also accompanies face-centred stacking, serving as

a useful spectroscopic handle to detect stacking in solution even

when a charge-transfer absorbance is not observed.

The presence of charge-transfer absorbance has been the basis

for many to use the term ‘‘charge-transfer complex’’ to refer to

a complex between an electron-rich and electron-deficient

aromatic molecule. The charge-transfer complex label is general,

being applied to a variety of situations with different types of

molecules. In addition, it brings to mind for some an erroneous

notion of a ground state, full-electron transfer event between

aromatics. For both of these reasons, we believe that the unique

face-centred stacking between complementary electron-rich and

electron-deficient aromatics is not well-described as a charge

transfer complex.

A note of caution is needed. As discussed below, it may be the

case that attraction between an electron-rich and electron-defi-

cient may be based less on attraction between polarized pi

systems as described by Hunter and Sanders and more on the

direct though space interactions between highly polarizing

substituents on the periphery. In fact, in some of these face-

centred stacking situations, there may be no obvious distinction

between an electron-rich and electron-deficient aromatic moiety.

In such situations, the aromatic donor–acceptor term would not

be appropriate any more than would be the terms ‘‘pi-stacking’’

or ‘‘pi–pi interactions’’.
Other parameters influencing aromatic interactions

In their comprehensive review, Diederich, Castellano and Meyer

focused on solvent effects related to interactions between

aromatic molecules.4 In the course of their own thermodynamic

investigations of cyclophanes with substituted benzene deriva-

tives, the authors encountered a ‘‘nonclassical hydrophobic

effect’’, a term also used by Gellman and Newcomb when

reporting a surprising difference in the aqueous self-stacking

behaviours of bis-adenine and bis-naphthyl molecules connected

by a flexible linker.33 The authors attributed the greater

propensity of the heteroaromatic molecule to self-stack to

interactions above and beyond the traditional desolvating energy

of nonpolar molecules in water.

The classical description of hydrophobic interactions involves

favourable TDS� and a small DH�, with an additional

temperature-dependent enthalpic component. In Diederich’s
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 1 Schemes for describing the electrostatic view of aromatic interactions. Cartoons are presented to describe qualitatively aromatic quadrupole

moments in the more electron-rich aromatic rings, such as benzene and 1,5-dialkoxynaphthalene (DAN), as well as electron-deficient aromatics, such as

1,4,5,8-naphthalenetetracarboxlic diimide (NDI) that contain strongly electron withdrawing groups. The various modes of stacking are presented,

emphasizing locations of electrostatic attraction or repulsion. The electrostatic potential surfaces for the representative aromatic units were plotted from

DFT calculations (B3LYP using 6-31G*) with Spartan, (Wavefunction, Inc.).
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water/methanol cyclophane experiments, the favourable host–

guest interaction was primarily due to a large negative DH�,
while the TDS� term was also negative (and therefore unfav-

ourable). Thermodynamic parameters like these have since been

described for many other aromatic systems. When solvent–

solvent interactions are stronger than solvent–aromatic interac-

tions, the surfaces of the aromatic molecules are excluded from

solvent and are thereby driven toward each other. This surface-

minimization phenomenon is especially important in more polar

solvents that display stronger attractive interactions between

solvent molecules, a situation that will be discussed in detail

below.

Polarizability is potentially an important consideration for

aromatic molecules because aromatic pi clouds are delocalized,

perhaps leading to increased induced electrostatic intermolecular

attractions (i.e. London dispersion forces) as compared to non-

aromatic molecules. Such induced electrostatic interactions

would fall within the scope, and therefore justify use of, the ‘‘pi-

stacking’’ and ‘‘pi–pi interaction’’ terms. In fact, in our experi-

ence, an assumption of increased electronic polarizability in

aromatic pi system is most often thought to be responsible for

‘‘pi–pi interactions’’. However, as measured by Ritchie and co-

workers and highlighted by Dougherty, benzene is actually less

polarizable than cyclohexane.34,35
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
An alternative argument is that aromatic rings are flat and

rigid, enabling a relatively large contact surface when aromatic

molecules stack in a face-centred, parallel geometry. So while

aromatics may not be more polarizable than cyclic aliphatics,

they still might be expected to experience greater gains in

dispersion-force-induced stabilization due to the ‘‘preorganiza-

tion’’ of atoms that their flat, rigid shapes afford. The crux of an

overall examination into whether or not there are significant,

distinct ‘‘pi-stacking’’ or ‘‘pi–pi interactions’’, then, comes down

to whether or not there are significantly enhanced induced elec-

trostatic dispersion forces due to the flat, rigid shape of

aromatics, relative to the interactions of similarly sized non-

aromatic molecules. As described below, this has not appeared to

be true in many investigations.
Benzene and toluene as prototypical aromatic
molecules

Benzene and toluene, the prototypical aromatic molecules, have

been examined in both the solid and liquid states. In the solid

state, benzene is seen predominantly in a perpendicular, edge-to-

face arrangement, while solid toluene forms off-centre parallel

stacks with an alternating staggered arrangement in which the

methyl group (rather than the pi cloud) of an adjacent molecule
Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 2191–2201 | 2193
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makes contact with pi orbitals. A recent study collected small

angle neutron diffraction data from benzene and toluene in the

liquid state.36 This work revealed the structural complexities

associated with aromatic interactions, especially the disordering

effect of the methyl substituent, which disrupts the higher-order

structure of toluene as compared with benzene. Few additional

conclusions could be drawn about liquid toluene, other than that

the molecules display a very weak preference for some type of

parallel arrangement at distances less than five �Angstroms. For

benzene, the edge-to-face ‘‘t-shaped dimer’’ was found to be

disfavoured relative to parallel offset pairs and the ‘‘y-shaped’’

edge-to-face configuration, in which two hydrogen atoms from

one benzene molecule point toward the aromatic plane of

another (Fig. 2).

Sherrill has carried out a comprehensive set of calculations on

benzene and substituted derivatives.37 This work utilized

computationally demanding CCSD(T) calculations with large

basis sets, including multiple-polarization and diffuse functions

to account for the significant number of electrons in the contact

regions between interacting aromatics. Their calculations predict

that the T-shaped and parallel-offset dimers are the most stable

and nearly isoenergetic, while the face-centred parallel stack is

less favoured than either of these. When considering benzene

trimers, their calculations were consistent with experimental

observations indicating that a cyclic trimer with only edge-to-

face interactions is the most stable. Overall, these extensive ab

initio calculations on the simplest aromatic system, benzene,

predict that the dimer and trimer configurations with maximum

‘‘pi-stacking’’ or ‘‘pi–pi interactions’’, namely the face-centred

stacked arrangement, are not the most energetically stable,

consistent with experimental results. A reasonable conclusion

from theory, then, is that the flat rigid structures and pi electron

polarizability do not dominate the interactions between benzene

molecules. The authors also point out that, despite their finding

that polarization effects are not dominant for benzene stacking,

polarization is important when considering substituted benzene

interactions, and that using an electrostatic model alone is

misleading.

Gervasio et al. reviewed a growing consensus that toluene is

a more appropriate baseline model for biological aromatics, as it

is substituted (albeit very simply). Toluene therefore possesses

a dipole, introducing asymmetry that makes stacking in an offset

mode more favourable than t-shaped patterning.38 These findings

have been recapitulated several times; both Rogers et al. and

Tsuzuki et al., conducted their own more recent MP2 and

CCSD(T)/MP2 calculations and used them to rank stacked

toluene dimers with decreasing minimum geometry optimization

in the order antiparallel < crossed < parallel � t-shaped.39,40
Fig. 2 Possible aromatic stacking arrangements. (a) Parallel face-cen-

tred. (b) Parallel offset. (c) Perpendicular t-shaped. (d) Perpendicular

y-shaped. (e) Parallel offset for toluene.

2194 | Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 2191–2201
Consistent with the calculations for benzene, face-centred

stacking is not among the most stable configurations for toluene.

By inference, pi electron polarization and induced electrostatic

interactions do not appear to be dominant for toluene. It is worth

mentioning that even these high level calculations must ignore

solvent effects due to computing power limitations.

Experimental studies of aromatic–aromatic
interactions

A ‘‘molecular torsion balance’’, designed by Wilcox and

co-workers, represents an elegant approach that has been used by

a number of research groups to measure aromatic interactions

experimentally. It was initially used to ‘‘weigh’’ the strength of

a single edge-to-face interaction against the entropic cost of

ordering the ‘‘edge’’ ring over the ‘‘face’’ ring.41 This value was

compared to those of torsion balances with bulky aliphatic

groups, whose ‘‘folded’’ state over the face ring was even more

highly preferred.42 These results discount the existence of

a special, stabilizing ‘‘pi-stacking’’ or ‘‘pi–pi interaction’’ that is

separate from aliphatic C–H–pi interactions, at least in the edge-

to-face interaction in the solvents tested.

Houk and co-workers sought to add theoretical data to this

argument, carrying out a variety of force-field calculations on the

synthesized molecules with chloroform solvation effects applied.

Although the calculated energies were 0.2–0.5 kcal mol�1 too

high, the experimental trends were replicated, including data

indicating that the preference for the folded over the unfolded

state for a t-butyl substituent ‘‘stacked’’ with an aromatic face is

comparable to that of a second aromatic substituent.43 Years

later, Cockroft and Hunter posited that the chloroform des-

olvation effects swamped out any electrostatic component in the

Wilcox chloroform experiments, and contrasted those results to

others carried out in benzene by Diederich and co-workers that

did show a significant electrostatic-based preference for

folding.44 However, when the experiments were repeated for both

torsion balance molecules in both solvents, the results were still

contradictory; the simple equation proposed could not predict at

what point electrostatic effects are large enough to overcome

solvent-driven energetic effects.45

Rashkin and Waters used a different architecture, testing

substituted N-benzyl-2-(2-fluorophenyl)pyridinium bromide.5

While theWilcox torsion balance precluded a parallel interaction

between the two aromatic rings, the Waters molecules either

‘‘fold’’ into an offset stacked arrangement or ‘‘unfold’’ to maxi-

mize the distance between rings. The data revealed increased

rotational barriers to unfolding when electron-withdrawing

groups were present on one ring, indicating the important role

played by polarization. The authors also note that direct elec-

trostatic substituent-substituent interactions need to be consid-

ered in stacked geometries, not just the polar/pi notions of

donating or withdrawing effects of these groups on the ring

systems. This important insight has now been amplified consid-

erably and supported by more recent theoretical work.6,7

The Hunter research group has used hydrogen-bonded

‘‘zipper’’ complexes with two pairs of pendant hydrophobic

groups whose interaction can enhance the overall stability of the

assembly in CDCl3. By ‘‘mutating’’ each of the four groups

individually and generating a thermodynamic cycle, the group
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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derived information about the stabilizing effect of aromatic

interactions47 and about the additional attractive interaction

contributed by various substituted aromatic groups versus satu-

rated aliphatics.46 The solution-phase NMR data suggested that

the sandwich conformation is preferred in organic solvent and

the interaction is strengthened as the difference in aromatic

electron density between the two rings increases. These findings

were interpreted as being consistent with the Hunter–Sanders

model of stacking interactions and dominated by the polar/pi

considerations encompassed by the aromatic donor–acceptor

designation. Consistent with the high relative importance of

aromatic polar/pi considerations, a series of simple 2D NMR

experiments using 1,8-diphenylnapthalenes was reported by

Cozzi et al. These researchers demonstrated that the free energy

of aromatic interactions can be enhanced with successive fluorine

substitutions to one aromatic ring, which increase the quad-

rupolar electrostatic difference with an electron-rich neighbor.1

Supramolecular systems driven by aromatic–aromatic
interactions

A number of labs have developed systems that utilize aromatic

polar/pi interactions in a quest for molecular self-assembly with

complex architectures, including foldamers and polymers. The

Stoddart lab has created several generations of remarkable

rotaxanes and catenanes functionalized with a variety of

aromatic electron-rich and electron-deficient aromatic units.48–50

Often, final structures are synthesized in the presence of

a templating electron-rich or electron-deficient aromatic

moiety.51,52 Redox sensitive molecular switches, of both the ‘‘on/

off’’ and ‘‘A/off/B’’ types, have been created using a number of

electron-deficient and electron-rich building blocks. These

comprise the electron-deficient CBPQT4+ moiety, the conju-

gated, but not aromatic, bispropargyl group, the permanently

electron-rich DNP group and the variably electron-rich TTF

group.53 Later systems have incorporated metal–organic frame-

works that allow more rigid, right-angled structures,15 or bulky

‘‘speed bumps’’ and ‘‘caps’’ to slow the switching process driven

by a redox shift in the most favourable donor–acceptor pair.54

The helical foldamer systems of Moore and co-workers, which

feature long range pi-systems that extend through conjugated

backbones, bind a variety of aromatic small-molecule guests in

an interior cavity created upon folding.55–58 A large variety of

exceptional folding molecular systems have been reported by

these workers, demonstrating the remarkably adaptable and

general nature of this design.

Our lab has created peptide-linked aromatic foldamers, which

we refer to as ‘‘aedamers’’,3,59–65 that spontaneously fold in

a stable pleated fashion at room temperature. We and others

have used the electron-rich and electron-deficient aromatic units

to design and assemble heteroduplexes,60,66 mesophases32,67 and

functional polymers.31 Self-assembled polymers that incorporate

electron-rich DNP into the backbone have also been investi-

gated, leading to highly multimeric chains onto which cyclic

aromatic acceptors can be threaded. These cyclic donors allow

for a large-scale compression of the polymer into a pleated

arrangement enabled by long-range ‘‘stacks’’.68 Other aromatic

electron-rich and electron-deficient polymer systems are starting

to appear.69
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
The picture emerging from these supramolecular systems so

far is that aromatic units are useful building blocks for folding

and assembly when electron-rich and electron-deficient aromatic

units are utilized to form alternating face-centred stacks. Thus, as

opposed to a general phenomenon encompassing all aromatic

molecules, face-centred stacking has only proven reliable in these

special cases. Nevertheless, as described in detail later, solvation

effects may be energetically dominant in strongly interacting

solvents and direct interactions between the aromatic unit

substituents must also be considered.
Peptide systems

The non-covalent interactions of aromatic side chains have been

extensively studied in peptide systems and have received extra

attention lately due to their possible role in amyloid formation.

For example, Trpzip b-hairpins are 12- to 16-residue peptides

that form b-turn structures with high stability, matched in nature

only by much larger protein domains.70,71 The four tryptophan

residues of each Trpzip, first thought to be arranged in two pairs

of parallel stacks, were later structurally characterized using

NMR as having a T-shaped arrangement.

The Waters lab studied alpha-helix stability in peptides,

including the non-natural amino acids homophenylalanine,

biphenylalanine and pentafluorophenylalanine. These non-

natural residues stabilized helices when incorporated at the

C-terminus and at the i and i + 4 positions,72 but the per-

fluorinated derivative, the aromatic ring of which was thereby

highly electron-deficient, was not more stabilizing than phenyl-

alanine. This somewhat unexpected result was ascribed to side

chain conformational restriction that did not allow for face-

centred parallel stacking. Fujita and co-workers synthesized an

artificial triazine-based hydrophobic bowl-shaped host that

hearkens back to Nolte’s catechol-binding molecular clips.73

Although very short hexapeptides typically pay too high an

entropic cost to form a-helices in solution, CD spectra indicated

that in the presence of the host (but not in its absence), hex-

apeptides with aromatic tryptophan residues at the i position do

adopt a helical conformation. Association with the host

increased by an order of magnitude when an additional aromatic

residue was inserted at position i + 4.74

The Urbach lab has extended the pioneering work of Kim75–77

and used the supramolecular pair of cyclic curcurbit[8]uril (Q8)

and methyl viologen (MV) to develop a peptide recognition

system; interactions between aromatic units are used to explain

the stability of 1 : 1 : 1 Q8:MV:N-Trp complexes, where N-Trp

denotes any of several short peptides with tryptophan at the N-

terminus.78,79

The term amyloid refers to highly ordered aggregates of

amphiphilic peptides that self-assemble to form fibrils.80,81

Aromatic residues appear to facilitate amyloid-like behaviour by

peptides. In fact, Gazit reviewed amyloid-like peptides and noted

that phenylalanine is especially prevalent in these systems. This

observation is in keeping with the previous finding that Phe, of

the four aromatic sidechains, exhibits the greatest preference for

self-interaction.82 Another recent report has described several

biologically relevant, but non-gelling pentapeptides that were

transformed into amyloid-like hydrogels simply by capping with

synthetic aromatic groups.83 Much additional work is being
Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 2191–2201 | 2195
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carried out to finely tune the gelling properties of short peptides

with aromatic protecting groups.84–89

Aromatic–aromatic interactions have been exploited to drive

the formation of hydrogels in small synthetic folding molecules

as well.90–93 Recently, we designed and synthesized a suite of four

amphiphilic foldamers based on our alternating electron-defi-

cient and electron-rich aromatic stacks. In these molecules, the

linking amino acids alternated between negatively charged

aspartic acid and hydrophobic leucine, isoleucine, norleucine, or

valine. When folded in water, the foldamers are amphiphilic in

a direction perpendicular to the axis of the aromatic stack. Upon

heating, three of the foldamer solutions irreversibly form

a hydrogel, with a concomitant full or partial loss of the char-

acteristic charge transfer absorbance band, and lead to the

appearance of strong circular dichroism signals. This transition

suggests a second, thermodynamically more stable arrangement

for these foldamers that is highly ordered and assembled,

a behavior that is reminiscent of amyloid formation.59

Aromatic–aromatic interactions across the protein
landscape

The non-covalent interactions of aromatic side chains in the

interior space of proteins have now been studied for over two

decades. Many groups have recapitulated the pioneering work of

Burley and Petsko, who first surveyed 34 structures from the

Protein Data Bank to give a sense of the through-space inter-

actions between the four naturally occurring aromatic amino

acids. Their early findings include a preference for ‘‘edge-to-

face’’, i.e., perpendicular or ‘‘not-far-from-perpendicular’’

geometries, and a high incidence of aromatic ‘‘networks’’ of three

or more nearby aromatic residues.94 More recent efforts either

examine a specific set of interactions in greater detail,95 or update

the work by accessing a more recent and much larger database of

known protein structures. For example, McGaughey et al. ana-

lysed 505 proteins and determined that an offset parallel-stacked

conformation was on average 1.0 kcal mol�1 more stabilizing

than a T-shaped geometry.22,24 In light of their quite different

electrostatic potentials, it is not surprising that each amino acid

pair aromatic–aromatic interaction has a distinct character.

Meurisse, Thomas and Brasseur published a series of detailed

papers characterizing aromatic interactions one amino acid at

a time, and were one of the first to include His-X interactions.96–98

Overall, there was no clear overall preference for either the

‘‘stacked’’ or ‘‘T-shaped’’ arrangements that could not be

explained by distance and backbone-anchoring constraints. Only

phenylalanine experiences the most favourable aromatic inter-

actions when paired with itself; tyrosine, histidine and trypto-

phan all prefer heterologous arrangements. Research on the

strength and significance of aromatic–aromatic interactions in

proteins often includes mention of, and comparison with, cation-

aromatic, anion-aromatic, and sugar-aromatic interactions,

which can be equal in number and magnitude.19,99

Most recently, increased computing power has allowed the

Sastry lab to study extended aromatic networks in proteins with

three or more aromatic residues; the vast majority of these

networks are ‘‘connected’’ by T-shaped, rather than parallel,

pairwise geometries.100 The authors therefore refer to the non-

covalent interactions at work here as C–H pi interactions,
2196 | Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 2191–2201
distinguishing them from ‘‘pi-stacking’’ or ‘‘pi–pi interactions’’.

However, this preference is partially due, somewhat tautologi-

cally, to the large distance cutoff used to search for interactions.

The authors also noted that, in general, proteins with less

secondary structure were more likely to have extended aromatic

networks; the networks, therefore, may contribute a heretofore

unappreciated stabilizing effect on ‘‘intrinsically disordered’’

proteins, molecules which are biologically persistent and relevant

but poorly understood.

Beyond just interactions within the same protein, aromatic

residues have been found to be important in the intermolecular

interactions of proteins as well. For example, Clackson and

Wells demonstrated that although the interface of the human

growth hormone hGH and its receptor hGHbp is extensive,

comprising �30 residues, replacing either one of its two trypto-

phan residues nullifies a ‘‘hot spot’’ that is responsible for 75% of

the binding free energy, far more than any other side chain, even

those involved in ion-pairing interactions.101 The Trp–Trp

arrangement does not appear to fit the offset-stacked or T-sha-

ped geometries thought to be most stabilizing,102 suggesting that

hydrophobic/desolvation interactions unrelated to stacking can

be energetically dominant.

Ultimately, studies of both peptides and proteins have indi-

cated that the non-covalent interactions of aromatic side chains

are important for folding, stability and intermolecular stability,

but the bottom line is that there is no preponderance of evidence

for the kind of energetically significant, face-centred stacking

implied by the terms ‘‘pi-stacking’’ or ‘‘pi–pi interactions’’.

Aromatic–aromatic interactions in nucleic acids and
DNA

Nucleic acids, for example B-form DNA, represent perhaps the

quintessential ‘‘stacked’’ aromatic assemblies. The DNA bases

are decorated with various functional groups, including highly

polarizing carbonyl groups, and electrostatic interactions

between the base quadrupole moments are thought to be

important for stacking.103,104 The electronic character of the

bases is likely crucial to understanding other biological

processes, such as base repair.105 The efforts of Kool and co-

workers have emphasized the importance of overall size and the

hydrophobic effect for base stacking of nucleic acids.106–109 They

have created a number of base substitutes, including novel

‘‘expanded’’ base-pair systems. These systems include xDNA110

and xRNA,111 which incorporate nucleobases identical to the A,

C, G, T and U found in nature, but with an additional phenyl

ring either inserted between the two aromatic purine rings or

fused to the pyrimidine ring such that the new phenyl ring forms

the glycosidic bond with the backbone sugar.109 A recent review

details the various aromatic molecules whose aromatic–aromatic

interaction strength rivals or betters those that occur in nature;

a number of these abiotic bases have been incorporated into

living organisms and successfully bypassed by polymerases.112

DNA-amino acid side chain interactions are important for

protein-dependent processes, such as enzymatic DNA repair.

The Tschumper lab mined the Protein Data Bank for structures

that exhibited phenylalanine–adenine interactions113 and were

able to categorize these into six distinct structures, all of which

are stacked in a completely face-centred geometry. Many
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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different research groups have published work supporting the

idea that there is a lack of a deep energetic minimum for stacked

structures between amino acids, nucleic acids, or combinations

of the two; many suggest that this relative freeness allows resi-

dues to interact favourably with interaction geometries dictated

by their polymeric backbones.114
Theoretical investigations beyond benzene and toluene

Detailed theoretical investigations of large aromatic ring systems

still prove computationally prohibitive. To give a sense of how

calculations of aromatic interactions at lower levels of theory

may err, the Tschumper lab has carried out detailed CCSD(T)

calculations on a variety of limited pi systems, beginning with N2

and C2H2. Their studies demonstrate that conventional MP2

calculations overestimate attractive interactions and that at least

triple excitation effect corrections (the ‘‘T’’ in CCSD(T)) are

required for reasonable estimates.115 By using high-level

CCSD(T) studies of diacetylene and cyanide coupled with MP2

calculations performed on homo- and heterodimers of benzene

and triazine, they conclude that mixed dimer systems with pi

(though not aromatic) density do show unique electrostatic

effects that make them more energetically favourable than indi-

cated by previous studies of usually heterocycle-free homodimer

calculations.116,117

The Sherrill group has also relied on detailed SAPT calcula-

tions on pairs of benzene and pyridine and concluded that while

dispersion is the largest stabilizing factor in parallel-offset stacks

(in their work, preferred over T-shaped pairs), exchange-repul-

sion often cancels much of this factor, making the contribution

of electrostatics relevant once more.37 They also observe that the

introduction of heteroatoms into an aromatic system shrinks its

volume and makes it less polarizable; heteroatoms also make the

orientation of the monomers more energetically important, as

they introduce asymmetry and therefore increase the number of

possible pairwise conformations to investigate.118
Possible exceptions: larger aromatic systems

Several theory-focused groups are beginning to investigate the

interactions between extended aromatic systems. DFT calcula-

tions performed by Rochefort and Wuest modelled the ordered

arrangement of substituted benzene rings, particularly benzoic

acids on a graphite layer.119 Rajesh et al. used MP2 theory to

demonstrate the parallel-offset geometry preferred by gas phase

aromatic amino side chains in proximity to graphene at distances

of 3.21–3.50 �A.120 This geometry was consistent with previous

studies of non-heteroaromatic benzene and naphthalene layered

onto graphene121 and extended to aromatic side chains stacked

with carbon nanotubes as well, though the interplanar distances

were slightly greater and the interactions slightly weaker due to

the curved tube surface.

Recent work that models very large aromatic hydrocarbon

systems indicates that the magnitude of calculated attraction

increases predictably with increasing hydrogen number (and

therefore polarizability), as well as aromatic surface area, from

coronene dimers up through C150H30 dimer ‘‘sheets’’.122–124 ‘‘Pi-

stacking’’ or ‘‘pi–pi interactions’’ might, in fact, accurately

describe a unique energetically important interaction between
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
large, delocalized (and therefore increasingly polarizable) pi

systems such as these. Such a conclusion is similar to that reached

by Grimme.19 Future calculations may reveal a precise size range

in which such effects become important. Nevertheless, these

large, purely hydrocarbon molecules are electronically quite

different from the much smaller aromatics for which the ‘‘pi-

stacking’’ and ‘‘pi–pi interaction’’ terms, in our experience, are

most commonly applied.
Direct interactions between aromatic substituents

All of the attention given by Hunter and Sanders to pi cloud

polarization may have distracted many chemists from looking on

the periphery of stacked aromatic molecules. The recent study of

Diels–Alder reactions by Wheeler, Swager and Houk,125 as well

as that of Wheeler6 using a series of fluorine-substituted benzene

derivatives, have brought the potential role played by substitu-

ents into sharp focus following some pioneering calculations by

Sherrill,126 as well as Wheeler and Houk.7 In particular, direct

through-space interactions between the polarized atoms of the

substituents in stacked aromatic complexes are highlighted. The

authors were even able to identify behaviour that runs directly

counter to the Hunter–Sanders qualitative predictions.6 This

compelling work adds momentum to the growing number of

scientists, such as Sherrill,37,126 Lee8 and Grimme,19 arguing that

the Hunter and Sanders polar/pi ideas are too simple.

The intuitively satisfying picture to emerge is that through-

space electrostatic interactions between the polarized atoms

associated with more polarizing aromatic substituents can

dominate the geometries and energetics of stacked systems, as

pointed out by Waters.5 Note that, often, predictions of geom-

etry of associated aromatics based on direct through-space

substituent interactions are qualitatively consistent with predic-

tions based on the Hunter and Sanders pi system polarization

model. Such is the case with the DAN–NDI system we have

investigated.127
The importance of solvent effects in strongly
interacting solvents

The above literature survey has approached the non-covalent

interactions between aromatic molecules from a variety of

experimental and theoretical perspectives. Our own research

occupies a unique ‘‘middle space’’; we work in aqueous solution

with aromatic molecules distinct from biological macromole-

cules, but which also undergo complex assembly dictated by non-

covalent interactions.127 By employing the electron-rich 1,5-dia-

lkoxynaphthalene, or DAN, moiety in concert with the electron-

deficient aromatic 1,4,5,8-naphthalenediimide, or NDI, unit, we

are able to study an aromatic–aromatic interaction in a medium-

sized molecular pair.

A variety of spectroscopic (diagnostic NMR chemical shift

changes, charge transfer absorbance in the visible region) and

crystallographic measurements have verified that DAN and NDI

stack in an alternating, face-centred arrangement in solution and

in the solid state, as predicted for a donor–acceptor pair based on

both the Hunter and Sanders polar/pi considerations, as well as

consideration of direct through-space interactions between

substituents. A key question concerns which general factor or
Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 2191–2201 | 2197
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Fig. 3 The polarity parameter ET(30)
128 plotted against calculated free

energy change values for the 1 : 1 donor:acceptor complexes measured in

Table 1; 1–9 represent the experimental solvent conditions from the table.
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factors are the most energetically important for NDI–DAN

stacking in strongly interacting solvents, such as water. Based on

previous discussions, the most important possibilities to be

considered are their complementary electrostatics (the Hunter–

Sanders framework and/or direct interactions between substitu-

ents) or solvation/desolvation effects (i.e. the hydrophobic effect

in polar solvents).

These effects are expected to behave differently as solvent

polarity is systematically changed from non-polar to polar

solvents. In particular:

1. Electrostatic interactions are expected to increase in non-

polar (low dielectric) solvents, but decrease in more polar (high

dielectric) solvents. If electrostatics dominate, there should be

a significant difference between the highly favoured DAN–NDI

aromatic donor–acceptor interactions and the less favoured

DAN–DAN or NDI–NDI self-stacking.

2. Solvation/desolvation effects, on the other hand, are

expected to increase dramatically with increasing polarity, in

contrast to the trend expected for electrostatic interactions. If

solvation/desolvation effects alone drive association, then in

polar solvents, such as water, association should depend

primarily on the buried contact surface area. To a first approx-

imation, there should be little difference between DAN–NDI

alternating stacking and DAN–DAN or NDI–NDI self-stack-

ing, assuming that the units stack in a face-centred fashion.

The bottom line here is that it should therefore be possible to

identify the most significant energetic driving force for the

stacking of NDI and DAN by synthesizing broadly soluble

derivatives and measuring their interactions in solvents of

various polarities.

Table 1 lists the previously reported NMR studies by our lab

on the interactions of DAN, NDI, and 1 : 1 DAN:NDI mixtures

in solvents of various polarities. When plotted using the polarity

parameter ET(30), the data reveal a striking correlation between

an increasing strength of interaction and increasing solvent

polarity (Fig. 3). In other words, the dominant energetic inter-

action appears to be solvation/desolvation, i.e. the hydrophobic

effect. Notably, the line fit for hydrogen-bonding solvents has

a somewhat steeper slope than the other solvents, indicating that

solvent hydrogen bonding is particularly important for aromatic

stacking.

Nevertheless, electrostatics, either polar/pi or direct substit-

uent interactions, must also be playing a role. There is an order of

magnitude difference between the Ka of the lowest energy

DAN:DAN pair, which adopts an edge-to-face T-shaped
Table 1 Self-association constants for mixtures of DAN and NDI mixture
generated from these data were used to create Fig. 3

Solvent Ka(M
�1) DAN–DAN

1 CDCl3 (1)
2 acetone-d6 1 � <0.5
3 DMSO-d6 1 � 1
4 CD3CN 1 � 1
5 CD3OD 1 � <0.5
6 3 : 1 CD3OD/D2O 1 � <0.5
7 1 : 1 CD3OD/D2O 2 � <0.5
8 1 : 3 CD3OD/D2O 10 � 2
9 D2O 20 � 4

2198 | Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 2191–2201
arrangement in the solid state, and the NDI:NDI dimer

arrangement, which adopts an off-centre parallel stacking

geometry in the solid state. The Ka of the NDI:DAN dimer is ten

times greater still3 and exhibits an alternating, face-centred

parallel stacking geometry in the solid state. Note that the solid

state structural trends, and by inference the geometries in solu-

tion, are exactly those predicted from electrostatic considerations

in the sense that only the DAN:NDI dimer is expected to be face-

center stacked.

The picture that emerges from these studies is that the driving

force for these aromatic associations in polar solvents is

primarily derived from desolvation effects (the hydrophobic

effect), but the extent of this driving force is dictated by the

geometry of association (i.e. amount of buried hydrophobic

surface area), which, in turn, is dependent on electrostatic

complementarity. In particular, the DAN–NDI electrostatics are

complementary in a face-centred, stacked arrangement that

buries maximum non-polar surface area, thereby leading to the

maximum observed association. The NDI–NDI pair has

complementary electrostatics in the off-centred stacking mode

that is observed in the solid state and this geometry qualitatively

predicts an intermediate level of buried hydrophobic surface

area, thus explaining the intermediate association that is seen.

The DAN–DAN pair has electrostatics that predict an edge-to-

face interaction also seen in the solid state. Such a geometry for

the DAN–DAN pair buries the least hydrophobic surface area

and qualitatively predicts the lowest association constant,

consistent with our results.

The polar protic solvents exhibit a steeper slope in Fig. 3

compared to nonpolar and aprotic solvents. It is important to
s calculated using HOSTEST dimerization models. Free energy values

Ka(M
�1) NDI–NDI Ka(M

�1) DAN–NDI

(1) 2 � <0.5
1 � <0.5 8 � <0.5
2 � <0.5 3 � <0.5
3 � <0.5 11 � <0.5
8 � <0.5 30 � <0.5
15 � <0.5 63 � 2
28 � 2 254 � 41
101 � 28 952 � 64
245 � 101 2045 � 63

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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keep in mind that the strongest intermolecular interaction per

unit volume in the polar protic solvents is hydrogen bonding

between solvent molecules, so it makes sense to think about

aromatic stacking interactions in these solvents as an arrange-

ment that maximizes the number of hydrogen bonds between

those solvent molecules while maintaining a favourable geometry

between aromatic units. This geometry, in turn, is defined by

maximizing electrostatic complementarity and minimizing elec-

trostatic repulsion, both of which are expected to be energetically

important at close range. This, of course, is just another

restatement of a dominating desolvation driving force in polar

protic solvents, but refined by electrostatic considerations. The

Shimizu group saw a similar strong dependence on solvent

polarity using a clever molecular torsion balance designed to

measure interactions between aromatics.129

The important point here is that for a classic stacked pair of

aromatics, DAN and NDI, the terms ‘‘pi-stacking’’ or ‘‘pi–pi

interactions’’ do not describe any physically meaningful inter-

action as far as we can surmise. Rather, the collective experi-

mental and theoretical evidence indicates that the observed face-

centred stacking seen with this pair in the solid state and

presumably in solution can be entirely explained by the same

solvation/desolvation, as well as electrostatic considerations that

apply to all molecules, aromatic or not.
Conclusions

The terms ‘‘pi-stacking’’ and ‘‘pi–pi interactions’’ are currently

used in a number of chemical areas, including the supramolec-

ular field, to infer an energetically important interaction

between aromatic pi clouds that should be maximized during

face-centred parallel stacking. In sharp contrast, a thorough

reading of the experimental and theoretical literature in

a variety of fields reveals a noticeable lack of predominant face-

centred stacking and, therefore, no preference for interacting pi

clouds among associated aromatic molecules normally

encountered in synthetic and biological systems. Instead,

consideration of pi system polarization, as described by Hunter

and Sanders, has provided a qualitative starting point for pre-

dicting the observed T-shaped or offset-stacked geometries that

are observed almost exclusively with most aromatics. Impor-

tantly, the same Hunter and Sanders model correctly predicts

that face-centred stacking between aromatic units is favoured in

one special case: when electron-rich aromatics (donors) interact

with electron-deficient aromatics (acceptors). These unique

situations are, in our opinion, most accurately referred to as

‘‘aromatic donor–acceptor interactions’’ in order to capture the

special circumstances that lead to face-centred stacking. Refer-

ring to such cases as involving ‘‘pi-stacking’’ or ‘‘pi–pi interac-

tions’’ is a move toward far less informative and less descriptive

terms.

Recent publications by Wheeler and Houk,7 as well as

Wheeler6 have made a strong case for focusing on direct

substituent–substituent effects. Such through-space interactions

always need to be considered in addition to any polar/pi

considerations when examining interactions between aromatic

cores. In fact, direct substituent through-space electrostatic

effects may turn out to dominate in many of the cases formerly

interpreted using the Hunter and Sanders polar/pi model.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
Our own studies using electron-rich DAN and electron-defi-

cient NDI derivatives are consistent with these themes, but have

also revealed the key energetic role that solvation/desolvation

plays, especially in strongly interacting, hydrogen-bonding

solvents, such as water. In these solvents, maximizing comple-

mentary electrostatics and minimizing repulsive electrostatics

appear to be key in determining the geometries of association,

which, we hypothesize, have a major influence on the magnitude

of solvation/desolvation effects.

The picture that emerges is one in which the Hunter and

Sanders polar/pi model of aromatic interactions should now be

refined to consider direct substituent interactions and solvent

effects when predicting potential geometries and energetics of

interacting aromatic molecules. The terms ‘‘pi-stacking’’ and ‘‘pi–

pi interactions’’ seem to be misnomers, because they bring to

mind a preferred face-to-face geometry and might even imply to

some the presence of large, dominating dispersion forces between

aromatic molecules whose assumed ubiquity is not backed up by

theory or experiment. We conclude that the terms ‘‘pi-stacking’’

and ‘‘pi–pi interactions’’ communicate something about the

geometric arrangement of flat, rigid molecules, but mean

different things to different people and do nothing to give a sense

of why or why not particular pairs or sets of aromatic molecules

adopt a stacked arrangement. Neither term ought be used for

aromatic molecules of the size usually encountered in synthetic or

biological systems.
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